
1   Ignore the scale.  Unless it’s measured in carats.

2   Don’t toss old favorites.  When you count one year as seven, 

it’s not “last season,” it’s vintage.

3   Don’t change your diet before a big fiesta.  The goal is to 

light up a room, not to clear it.

4   Wear the cone.  Don’t let the cone wear you.

5   Drooling should be reserved for Bark Jacobs sales.

6   You should never wear black with brown.  Unless you’re a 

Rottweiler in which case, you go girl!

7   Trade clothes with your friends because one man’s trash is 

another man’s treasure.  Unless it’s actual trash, in which 

case GET YOUR HEAD OUT OF THAT CAN, PAPI!

8   If the shoe doesn’t fit, try another paw.  You’ve got four, 

Cinderella!

9   Never get caught wearing white in the fall or brown on your 

nose.

10  You want your face plastered all over town, just not on a 

lost ad.  Microchipping is every season’s must-have.

11  It’s hip to dip!  Fleas are NOT the new black.

12  Shaggy is chic, so go big or go home.

13  If you’ve got ‘em, flaunt ‘em!  I’ll stop embracing my wrinkles 

when pugs stop being so adorable.

14  Whoever thought a Pitbull in lipstick was a bad thing never 

met Pedro’s mom.

15  Bangs are back, but keep those whisps out of your eyes.  I’m 

looking at you Labradoodles.
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FOUR LEGGED 

Chloe’s must-have tips for 
the fashion-forward canine.

It doesn’t matter your age, breed, or kibble brand- follow these simple tips and you’ll be feeling 

fashionably fabulous in no time!   They might be a bit unconventional, but you don’t become 

Beverly Hills’ most fashionable Chihuahua by fitting in.  To be outstanding, you have to stand out. 

Besos,

xo Chloe

Take it from a Chihuahua- you’re never too 

small to make a big impression.  Below, you’ll 

find my must-have tips for channeling your 

inner fashionista and putting your best paw 

forward!  And remember, beauty doesn’t have 

to equal pain.  Unless we’re talking about 

Chewboutin heels.  There are some things 

worth suffering for. 
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